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This book gives plenty of background into international finance. Unfortunately, it has some big flaws,

in my opinion. First, there are not enough calculation examples. Second, there are too few

questions at the end of each chapter. In addition, you must go to the author's website for the

solution. Once you get there, you will be surprised to find out that the author has only solved maybe

two out of eight problems. That's annoying. I do not recommend this book. Take a class from

another professor who uses a different text book.

Ok normally when you buy a book they introduce you to a concept and then they solve a problem

for you. You then solve a similar problem to show you understand it. This book has problems at the

end of chapters that were not even subject matter in the chapter. This is obvious in chapter #1

problem #1-#5. I know the professor will say you are an MBA student figure it out. I agree with this,

but show me the concept and then let me figure it out. I am appalled at the quality of the information

in this book. Sickening!

Too much money for a useless book!!!!I strongly agree with the two reviews previous to mine. The

book gets you interested at the begining, but let you down afterwards. It has little depth in the topics

and many flaws when comes to explaining things. In exemple, the "Fisher Effect" was never



explained, but all the book gives you is the formula. There is little explanation about the components

and variables in the formulas. So, you have to rely heavily on your instructor.There are almost no

calculation examples and use of formulas. The teory in the book is not well explained either. So, you

get more confused. That in my opinion is because the authors did not spend enough time to present

the material clearly and the editors did not review and edit the book to increase the readability and

comprehension. To illustrate what I am talking about, there is a lot of white space in the book

(implies it lacks substance) and the text refers to graphs or charts shown in one/two pages before or

after. Compared to other finance books I had in the past, this whole book looks like a compilation of

bad summary sections.In conclusion, it was not worth the money. It got me confused and wasted

my time. In case you have to use it because it is mandatory, rely on your notes and instrutor's

lectures.

I learned a lot since I had zero knowledge of the topics discussed in the book. However, the book

could be a lot better. It needs more explanations and it's not 100% clear. It's surprising how this is

the 12th edition and it feels like there is so much room for improvement.

This book has cursory overview of everthing and lacks detail. Also, each chapter starts well to get

you excited on what you are going to learn and at the end of each chapter, you can't really tell

whether it addressed the topics in enough details to give you the necessary understanding.

I used this book for my international finance class last quarter. The new edition is terrible. At the end

of each chapter, there are problems to be solved. There is a least one question per chapter that

does not make sense. For example, a question will refer to a chart on the following page...but there

is no chart on the following page (or in the book). Many, many instances of issues like this. It's like

someone wanted to make changes for the new edition, but got distracted as he/she was rewriting

the problems and no one bothered to proofread the changes for accuracy. There were several

instances when the teacher had to read us the question from the teacher's edition (which is correct)

so we would have some idea of what needed to be solved.I purchased my book new and within a

week the binding began coming apart. I just thought I had a bad copy but I spoke with other

students and they had the same issue.So if you want a book that is manufactured poorly with

numerous proofreading errors, this is your book. If possible, I would wait until another edition is

released so they can get their errors fixed.Oh BTW, I got an "A".



The book is fine. Some chapter are in differen order compare to u.s. edition.It's black and white, but

is much chepar.I recevid the bok in time and in good conditions.

Missing X pack with case studies which are a requirement for the class. This is the international

version which did not have X pack.
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